Table of Panormia MSS
This is a very summary list. An asterisk indicates that the book has been studied for this project
directly, either physically or in microfilm. The rest of the descriptions come from the published
catalogues, from the studies of G. Fransen, B. Brasington, P. Brommer and C. Märtl and others
listed in the bibliography, or from information supplied by colleagues. These are not noted for
each case. The further references are highly selective. Those mss given a siglum are cited in that
form in the notes. Dates of mss are usually taken from the literature, even when startlingly
inconsistent, unless the ms has actually been seen, and are not much better then. Earlier
locations are not ultimate provenances. Literature means only refs from which the entry comes.
The bibliography of each ms is almost infinitely extensible. Under content, the occurrence of
add./adds in bold indicates that there is a summary list of material at the beginning and end in
the file pan.end, and of material in mid-text in conspectus
Date and provenance

Text content

Publ. lit. or descr.

Aa:* Admont Stift 257 s. xii, long lines

Much abbrev. to 8.134, followed by Autenrieth in DA xiv
extensive adds. incl. Lat. II. Rubrics to (1958), 386;
end of bk 3.
Märtl(1987) 35n. GA,
MB

Ab: Admont Stift 541

101ff. to 8.136 with no adds. Rubrics BB (1991) 173, GA
common to end of bk 4, scattered in bks
5-6

double column

Amiens BM F.Lesc. 10

fragm. fo. 2 only with 8.66f

Cat. gen.

Ac: Angers BM 369

s. xii; St Aubin (St May lack its first leaf, since the
On Baluze's
Maur) ownership Prologue begins at the head of fo. 1
knowledge of three
note of s. xvii. In with ‘Quecumque imperator per
Pan. mss here see Ball.
long lines
epistolam’. Text to 8.136 with oms,
Disq. iv § 16.
and one add - 8.[137] BB (1993) 175 Szuromi, ‘A snapshot’
nn. 26-8. Lacks 8. 40-93A med. by loss (2006) 219-226, 232-4
of leaves. Early rubrics are in black in For images see
mg.
http://www.enluminur
es.culture.fr/document
ation/enlumine/fr/LIS
TES/autr_00.htm
under Ivo

Auxerre BM 39

s. xii, Sens cath.

fos 156v-70; Prol., and extracts only

Cat. gen.

Ad: *Avranches BM 147 s. xii, long lines, 119 fos; to 8. 136 with 7 adds. Ends : ex Mont St
numerum mundus impleret. Rubrics
Michel
begin in text and mg. but even in mg.
end at end of iii. Frequently corrected
against another exemplar.

Cat. gen. Nortier
(1966) 101, 161; MB.
http://bvmm.irht.cnrs.f
r/sommaire/sommaire.
php?reproductionId=5
616

Ba: Bamberg C 90

BB (1991) 173

to 8.136

Berlin St PKB 613, lat 8o
51

see Kraków

Berlin St PKB 614, lat 4o
982

see Kraków

Bb: *Berlin St PKB Sav.
13

collation much disturbed, with quire in BB
Bk 2 missing, 3 192-203 and all Bks 6-
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7. To 8.135
Bc: Bern, Burgerb. 422 s. xii
Bd: *Brussels BR
1817/2501

has addns after 2 blank leaves

Cat

s. xii Louvain Jes. 142 fos., ends with 8. 135-6. No addns. Cat. gen. MB .
Coll. long lines Has very few rubrics, except
(numbered) headings from capitulatio
added in mg, often by second hand.

Be: *Burgo de Osma C 8 s. xii2

fos 1-162v, to 8. 136 with interp. at fos
105v-8 of Poitiers 1100 and Toulouse
1119, and subst. suppl. to fo. 182v. Cf
Siguenza below. Rubrics in mg. to end
of iii, but rare later. Text has links with
Pk

Linehan (1980) 31-44,
cit. earlier lit. Gilchrist
(1980) 194; cf too Rev.
Ben. xviii(1901) 179;
Fransen (1988) 31-4.

Ca: *Cambs UL Ff iv.41 s. xii/xiii. ?N
France s. xii2
(MG) (Durham
s.xv) Double
columns
s. xii2

to 8.136 with 13 adds. Some shared
readings with Lf

Brasington (2000)
157-62

Cb:

fos 112 to 8.136 with 2 adds at end.
Somerville (1972),
Lacks 7.39 med - 8. 67 med. from loss 27n; Brett (1988)
of quire. Has few rubrics and many of
those later marginal notes. Shares
readings with Lj

Cc:

* Ii 4 28

*Pemb. C 103 s. xiii, composite 1-3.13, 4.65-104; has adds in text.
ms. Long lines. Lacks 2.181, 185, 193-4
Rubrics and inscs.
usually missing

Cd: Clongowes Wood
College, Naas

s.xiii1 (Gwynn),
s.xii2 MG pers.
inf. Fountains, ex
Slingesby,
Nicholson. s.xv
binding. In
Cistercian hand

Ce: *Copenhagen Kgl
Thott. 158 fol

s. xii France (?).
In long lines and
many hands.
Bought by Thott
from Thomas
Osborne

Brooke Eng. Church
(1931), (dating s. xii) ;
Brett (1988)
Aubrey Gwynn,
Clongownian 17
(1944), 11-12; MG

144 fos. Explicit after 8. 134, with
Cat. MB
8.135-6 among adds in same hand,
which end with Alex II JL 4500.
Rubrics in several hands throughout.
Traces of a division into sixteen books,
for which cf Pa, and the text is related
to that of PaPk. The rubrics are
erratically present throughout,
sometimes as Pa, sometimes not. There
are extensive later scratched glosses,
difficult to read in the ms and more or
less impossible in a microfilm.
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Da: *Douai BM 584

s. xii Anchin, long 160ff to 8.136 with adds at beginning cf Gossman (1960)
lines
(inc. Ivo ep. 231) and end. There are 55-8; BB; MB
extensive marginal adds in Bk I, for
which cf FbMo below. The inscriptions
share idiosyncracies with Sb below, the
rubrics (throughout the collection) and
text are related to those of Ca etc.

Db: *Dresden, Sächs.
Landesb. A 66

s.xii (?German)

Ea: *Edinburgh, Nat.
Lib. Scotland, Adv.
18.8.6

s. xii ex or
fos 2 –101. Has two Arbores consang at cf Brett (2005),
s.xii/xiii (MG), end of Bk VII, one by descent, one by Szuromi in Medieval
with one or two marriage. Heavily abbreviated in bks i- canon law collections
additions at end of iv (though some short insertions too), (2006)
bks. and some
largely complete later. To 8.136,
legal material on followed by Brant cc. [138] – [145]
slips. In long lines (Co. of Innocent II in part) and four
and in several
more adds. Text has rubrics but almost
untidy hands. 152 no inscs to end of iii, shortened inscs
x 107mm
but very few rubrics from then on.

Eb: Einsiedeln 196

s. xii, long lines

Ec: Engelberg 56

s. xii2
fos 1-102v (8.136) , with 8 adds.
(1147x1178, acq. Rubrics fairly systematic to end of Bk
under ab. Frowin) 4, rarer in 5-6; cf Eb, but fewer.
long lines

Ed: Engelberg 57

s. xiii, 2 coll.

Ef: Escorial d.iii.14

s. xii . 2 coll. ex
Agustin

Cat.

Eton College, pr. bk
Fb.3.7

s. xiii, single leaf Pt of Bk 5
pastedown

N.R. Ker, Pastedowns
in Oxford bindings
(Oxford Bibl. Soc.
Publications ns v
(1954 for 1951-2) 152

Eg: *Evreux BM 25

s. xii2 Lyre, 2
coll.

s. xiii, 2 coll.
Fara in Sabina,
Biblioteca del
Monumento nazionale di
1

169 fos. Capitulation on fos1-7. Text
missing from mid-7.29 to 7.69 by
physical loss after fo. 143. One add.

BB

442 pp. Has capitulationes at head of Archiv vii. 180; viii.
each book, as Ph, Tb, Vn. To 8.136
739; Cat. GA
with two addns1. Rubrics fullish (as Ca)
to end of bk 5, end c. 6. 83
Cat. GA.
http://www.ecodices.unifr.ch/de/list
/subproject/frowins_li
brary/20/20

116 fos. ends at 8.136; no adds. Rubrics Cat. GA
to end of Bk 4.
ends at 8.136

fos 1-113 to 8.136 with seven adds;
Cat. Nortier (1966)
ends: - ordine equitatis (cf LgTg).
140; BB
Shares some adds in text with Tc, Mf
and Qa
To 8.136 (fo. 129v), followed by addns, Archiv xii (1858-74)
which end damaged at fo. 134v:
492, Trifone in
[canonicorum] aut monachorum [...]
Archivio della R.

Calixtus, Utrum boni filii - aperte contradicentes; Cyprian, Duodecim - ad tartara.
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Farfa, ms.AF.283

congregatio [sui] commu[ni]t[...].
Among adds 8. [145]. Lacks a leaf at
end of VII, btween fos 115 and 116.
Numerous corrections and interlinear
notes.

deputazione Romana
di storia patria 69
(1946), 92.
http://manus.iccu.sbn.i
t//opac_SchedaScheda.
php?ID=209113.
RES.

Fa: Florence, Bibl. Med. s. xii, long lines
Laur. S. Marco 487

Ends at 8.136 with no adds

Brasington (1991)
174; DS

Fb: *Florence. BN
Conv.sop. G 1.836

Vallombrosa,
To 8.136 with adds in text and
Fournier (1897) 27n,
s.xii, in long lines appendix. Few rubrics. The text shows Jasper (1986) 92; MB.
some contact with Ca, the additions
with Vc and occasionally Da. Later
hands have added frequent glosses etc
on blank leaves and in the margins (not
noted in the apparatus.

Fc: *BN Magl. xxxiv
73

s. xii ?later
possibly at
Waltham abbey;
Ex Lumley

Ga: Ghent UL 140

after 1128, St
Peter, Ghent

Waelkens (1980) 152;
BB

Gb:

s. xiii, Cambron. 1- 136v to 8.136; no adds. Fo. 1 is a
Long lines
fragment of another copy covering 2.
193 med. to 3. 1 med.

Invent. BB

505

Gc: Graz UL 327

887, flyleaf

to 8.136 with some adds, including
AW, RES
Toulouse and Reims 1119, and papal
lists, one to Calixtus, other to Gregory
VII. Rubrics and inscs. in mg. Near
twin of Oe, and perhaps copy of it
219 pp. One add.

s. xii Neuberg; 2 to 8.136, with no adds; has frequent
Cat. GA,
coll.
rubrics to end of bk 3 and numerous
http://143.50.26.142/di
mg. notes cross-referencing to Gratian gbib/handschriften/Ms
.02000399/Ms.0327/index.h
tml for facs.
s. xiii

Ha: *Hereford O 6 xiii s. xii1. Hereford
by 1300

fragment only from 2.135-159.
to 8.136, with 9 adds from Collectio
Lanfranci

Ja: Jena, Thüringer
s. xii. Mildenfart 114 fos. to 8.136 with 17 adds.
Universitäts- und
bei Weida
Capitulatio to I (at least) precedes i.
Landesbibliothek El. q. 2 (OPraem)
Heavily corrected, and with rubrics
added later
Karlsruhe (Badische
Landesbibliothek,
U.H.Frag. 29.

s. xii2 2 bifolia
only

Thomson, Cat.
ex inf. A. Winroth.
RES . Kraemer,
Handschriftenerbe,
ii.577-8.

Fragment covering 4.7-26, 107-19 and A. Schlechta and G.
5. 4-13
Stamm, Die kleinen
Provenienzen (Die Hss
der badischen
Landesbibliothek in
Karlsruhe 13,
Wiesbaden, 2000),
488. (CR)
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198 fos to 8.136; has adds, and fo. 105 BB (1991) 174; GA,
is pasted in, with addns. For end cf Le Mordek in Festschrift
Kempf 193n
fragm.

Brommer (1975)

Kc: Köln Stadtarchiv W Paper, s. xv ex
142

fos 284-426v to 8.136, with few adds, Cat., Brasington
first as EgLg, followed by arbor
(1991) 174

Kd: Kraków, Bibl. Jag. s.xii2 Lisborn
613

to 8.136, early adds. ex Berlin, lat. 8o Analysed in
51, cod. elect 613
Wasserschleben,
Beiträge, 61-76; Rose,
Cat. Brasington (1991)
174

Ke:

Bibl. Jag. 614 s. xii2
Himmenrode

incomplete, ends in 8.75. ex Berlin lat Rose, Cat. Brasington
4o 982, cod. elect. 614
(1991) 174

La: *Lincoln Cath. 192 s.xii/xiii. Long
lines. In s.xv at
Marcoussis. In
French hand

fos 2-111. Text to 8.134, then Prol.,
Thomson, Cat.
table, adds. Appendix begins largely as
Ph, with which text is closely
connected, but continues
independently. Capitulatio at the head
of each book as PhQe etc.

Lb: *Linz, Bundes.
Studienb. 12 (317)

‘Lib. S. Marie in
Pomgartenberge’,
in small cramped
hand.

to 8. 136, with two addns at beginning,
with Da, Fb etc, and three adds at end,
also in Za. Prologue is followed by
usual capitulatio, and 1. 1-8, then a
much fuller capitulatio to Bk 1, with
new rubric, then Bk 1 continues.
Rubrics occasional in text to 1. 100,
then end. Running titles at head of
leaves perform similar function.

Lc: *Lond. BL Add.
11440

s. xii2. s. xii1 N.
France/Lorraine
MG

fos 73-108v, with arb. cons. on fo.
Brooke (1931) 245;
112v. First section in several hands end MB
with 8 135-6, then some adds, ending
with 5.124, 6.126-7, the end of 127
paraphrased, in a slightly different
hand. Massively abbreviated. Preceded
by Burchard ‘Corrector’ and other
canonical material.

Ld:

*17513

s. xii2 , perhaps
to 8.136 (lacks 8. 94-109) with adds.
from near Arras. Close to Oc

Le:

*18371

s. xiii; ex Fiecht
105. Long lines,
German hand

Lf:

*22802

s. xii S. Maria,
Belcastro (in

RES, GA. cf Deutsche
Handschriften 11001400. Tübingen 1988,
63-4. MB.
http://digi.landesbiblio
thek.at/viewer/resolver
?urn=urn%3Anbn%3
Aat%3AAT-OOeLB738872

For adds. see R.
Somerville, Archivum
historiae pontificiae
(1972), 343-5. BB

Pan. on fos 3-129; begins with
Cat; Fiecht cat. BB
complete capitulatio to Bk I before
Prologue. To 8.136, with extensive
adds, incl. Co. of Innocent II, BD 1920 complete. Few rubrics, and many of
those in black. Shares readings with
Mh; cf too Mq. For end cf Ka
160 fos; ends with 8.136. No adds.
Cat. BB
Shares some readings with Ca
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1472)
Lg:

*Arundel 252

s xii2 (MG),
Newburgh pr.,
English

Lh:

*Cott. Vit. A iii

s. xii med. (MG) fos 1-110v (incomplete, quire missing) Cat. BB
in English hand. - suam Deo obligat (8.115). Has
Heads of leaves capitula but no preface proper.
esp. damaged in
Cotton fire

Lj:

*Egerton 749

s. xii med. English to 8.136; lacks 5.135 med to 6.12 med BB
(MG)
after fo. 96. For adds. cf CS i (2) 820;
shares many readings with Cb

Lk:

*Royal 7 B v

s. xii2 English
fos 1-122 to 8.136; has 2 adds noted in Cat. BB
(MG) London
cat.
Carmelites in s. xv

fos 1-94v to 8.136, with long omission Cat. BB
from 3.89 end to 3.186 near end. Has 7
adds, comparable to those of Eg and
Tg.

Lm: *Royal 10 A viii

s. xii2/4 MG,
damaged by fire

Ln: *Royal 11 B xiii

s. xii”, French or fos 1-67 to 8.136, with extensive adds
poss. English
at end. Marginal rubrics throughout the
(MG),Chester
text, often illegible since in gutter, and
a few cases of cc. numbered
continuously

Adds at beginning, then Pan. on fos 6- Cat. BB
112 to 8.134 with explicit. Then 8.1356 and further adds. Some contact with
CePaPk
Cat. Detailed
description by
Edmund Bishop in
Bibliothèque
liturgique 7 (1900)
xxvi-xxxi with pl. 5
for part of end of Pan.
8. BB

Lo: Luxemburg BN 49 s.xiii1 , Orval

fos 49-109v, 1-4.105 only

[Madrid BN 6302 (R
127)

? Plasencia, s.
xii/xiii. Many
leaves lost

A collection of Sententiae in ten parts, Ewald, NA vi.312-3,
sometimes drawing heavily on IP
Somerville and
Kuttner (1996), 95n,
205n. Inventario
general] MB

Mb: Mantua BComm.
198 (B. II.21)

s. xii, ex Polirone 82 fos. fos 1-2r, capitulation, followed Miccoli (1966),
34
by distinct matter; 3r-82v, beg. in 3.127 Benedini (1958),
med., and ending with 8.134. For
Catalogo –
material at beginning see Motta (1987) Polironiani edd.
362-3.
Corradini et all. (1998)
no. lxxxiii, citing
Motta, ‘I codici’
(1987) 353, 362-3. See
http://www.adacta.fi.it
/digitalib/teresiana3/in
dex_poli.php

Mc: Marburg, Hess.
s. xiii
Staatsarch. Hr 9 fasc. 4

bifolium, 7.53-67

Fransen (1975) 121-2,
Brasington (1991) 174

Brommer (1974), 2312
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Md: Modena B Este XIII
F 28
Me: Montecassino 215 Z s. xiii

pp. 2-263; to 8.134, no adds

Cat.

Mf: *Munich clm
2593

Aldersbach, s.xiii to 8.136; rubrics in text to 3.209 only

Landau (1982) esp. 48,
Jasper (1986) 92

Mg:

*4545

s. xii med. (?)
Benediktbeuern

to 8. 136; rubrics in mg. to 3.209

Gossman (1960) 55-8,
Landau (1982) esp. 48.

Mh:

*6354

Freising, s. xii

to 8. 136; rubrics to 7. 85 in pref. Has
adds

Landau (1982) esp. 48,
Jasper (1986) 92, BB

Mq:

*7608

S. Germany or
Alsace s. xii1, in
long lines. In a
rather informal
hand on
sometimes poor
parchment

Provenance: Indersdorf. 76 fos, ending E. Klemm, Die
with Arbor. No additions at end, but fos romanischen
74-5 should precede fo. 73. It has lost Handschriften der
about a quire after fo. 64, covering 6. Bayerischen
85 (med.) to 7. 56 (med.). Before Bk 1 Staatsbibliothek: Teil
it has a set of rubrics for the book,
2. Die Bistümer
partly lettered in sequence, but not
Freising und
entered in the main text. Otherwise it Augsburg,
has few rubrics, but from 2 med. to 3 verschiedene deutsche
med. there are a number in black
Provenienzen.
entered at the end of the preceding
Textband. canon in the main hand. It has been
Wiesbaden: Reichert,
corrected quite frequently, and has
1988, no. 91 [CR]
many idiosyncratic readings, very few
recorded. cf Mk, Mm, Le

Mj:

*11316

s.xii/xiii St
1-111v Pan. to 8.134, then 11 fos of
Salvator, Polling adds (incl. Pisa 1135 and Lat. III);
rubrics to 1. 16 only.

Somerville (1970),
104-8; Landau (1982)
esp. 48

Mk:

*17099

s. xii2 Schäftlarn to 8.136; Pref. rubrics for 1 only

Landau (1982) esp.
48;
Jasper , (1986) 92;
Brasington (1993) 175
n. 19

Mm:

*17100

Schäftlarn, s.xii

Landau (1982) esp.
48; Jasper (1986) 92;
Brasington (1993) 175
n. 19

Mn:

*22289

Windberg, s. xii2, fos 107 – 115, Prologue, followed by Landau (1982); BB;
long lines
capitulatio and abbrev. text from 1. 9 – http://daten.digitale2.112, adding 5. 95-7 on fos 147v-8; sammlungen.de/~db/b
collection continues from other sources, sb00007155/images/in
ending with 74T (pt).
dex.html

Mo:

*28223

Kaisheim, s.xii

Mp:

29172

St Marg. in
Stadtamhof

to 8.136; Pref. rubrics for i only

to 8.134, then 4 adds. then 8.135-6.
Landau (1982) 49,
Text related to that of PcRf, and cf Tc Jasper, (1986) 92; BB
Landau in Zwei
Jahrtausende (1979)
73 n.81
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Oa: *Orleans BM 222

s. xii Fleury 2
coll. 315 x
240mm

8

pp.1-73a. Few rubrics in text to 1. 39, MB. Samples of script
after inscriptions, then cease. Ends at and illumination:
inscr. to 8. 98 at foot of p. 73a. Possibly http://www.culture.go
because of damage to its exemplar, it uv.fr/documentation/e
runs without a break from mid 4. 25 to nlumine/fr/BM/orleans
the last words of 4. 89. On pp. 73b _101-01.htm
78a Bede in Tobiam, CCL 119B, 3-19,
without change of hand. Has numerous
omissions, and one or two adds in midtext, e.g. C. Reims (1119) at end of vii.
The text is exceptionally careless. Other
mattter, beginning with numerous
excerpts from Ivo letters, follows

Ob: *Oxford Bodl. Bodl. s. xiii1 Worksop. to 8.136; no adds
388
Elaborate and neat
in long lines

MB

Oc: *Laud misc. 547

s.xii ? German

Cat. MB

Od: *lat. misc. d. 74

s. xii med. France, fos 1-96v, to 8.136 with Lat. II and
Cat. MB
possibly
Reims 1148 added, 1148 by later hand.
Normandy RT; Carefully ‘corrected’ against second
later ? Chester
exemplar. See Sothebys Sale catalogue
Franciscans
June 3, 1946, no. 209

Oe:

s xii1/med.
fos 5-191 to 8.136, then adds, Calixtus
Cirencester ex M. II in orig. hand. Near twin of Fc above,
Alured. Possibly with which it agrees on rubrics, inscs.
written in France. in mg. and adds
Long lines; insc.
in mg. Very small

Cat. Brooke (1931);
Ker Catalogue of
manuscripts
containing AngloSaxon (1957) 433;
Councils (1981) I(ii)
720; C. Baswell, Virgil
in medieval England
(1995), 44-45; Parkes
(1991) 77; Careri,
Ruby and Short,
Livres en français et
en occitan au xiie
siècle (2011) 150 and
pl., no. 66; . MB

s. xii e- med. ex ends incomplete at 6.117
Prise; West
country,
?Winchcombe: R.
Thomson

Cat, Brooke (1931)
244; Brasington
(1992) 18; Parkes,
(1991) 77; MB

Of:

* Jesus C. 26

*50

lacks 1-4.74 med.. Then to 8.136; has
adds. of which first three are also in
LcJa. Very close to Ld
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Og:

*St Johns C 125

s. xii

Composite. to 7.37 med. followed by Brooke (1931) 235-7;
Burchard 7 and 8 to 33 med. For adds MB
1125 - 1143? see Councils (1981) I(ii)
735, 771, 795

Oh:

*Queen’s C

s. xii

4 fos covering IP 4. 66 end (‘seu ad
Ker, Pastedowns 166;
testimonium’) - 4. 68 rubric, 4.72 rubr. BB
- 4.77 med. (‘ante inscriptionem), 4.105
end (‘respondeat. Si adesse’) - 4.106
(‘defuerit subtrahens’, 4. 117 med.
(‘absens’) - 4.128 (‘postulaverunt’).

Pa: Paris BN lat. 2472

s.xii (ex Colbert to 8.134; fos 2-103v, text divided into
1589); known to the conventional 8 parts, further
Baluze. 2 colls
subdivided into 16 books; has adds,
including cc from C. Clermont at end
of Bk VII, and more at end of Bk VIII,
including C. Reims 1148. Rubrics in
text to end. Extensively supplemented
from the Polycarpus, especially in Bk
II. cf Ce, Pk

Fournier (1897) 294n,
296n; Fransen (1965)
516-7; Ramb. Buhot
(1967) 535n; Cat. gen.
(new ed.); CR, MB

Pb:

2703

s. xii (ex Colbert); fos 17-104v Pan. prol., table, 1-3. 10
a composite ms only; leaves spaces for rubrics after
first few.

Ramb. Buhot (1967)
535n, Cat. gen. (new
ed.)

Pc:

3348*

s. xii2 . Cat.
Another
composite ms

Pd:

3864

s. xiii
(Petersmann) ?
s.xii1

Fournier (1897) 294-5;
Ramb. Buhot (1967)
535n; Petersmann
(1974) 405. GA.

Pf:

*3865

s. xii2 (ex
to 8.134, has rubrics only for early
Tellerianus); St canons; has Cambrai synod of 1181-91
Amand, but
at end. Texts occasionally truncated at
probably not
end.
written there; long
lines

Fournier (1897) 294-5;
Gassò (1956) p. xlv;
Ramb. Buhot (1967)
535n; BMCL ii (1972)
7n, 10-15; Fransen,
(1965) 517,
Petersmann (1974)
405; Landau (1982) 41
n 17. MB

Pg:

* 3866

Ex D. Ant. Fauve. Main text ends at 8.115 (fo. 90v); has Fournier (1897) 294-5;
s. xii in long lines some adds at beginning and end to fo. Ramb. Buhot (1967)
162x250,with
92v. From fo. 73 in bk 6 the rubrics
535n; MB
some excellent
and inscriptions, hitherto in red, are
rather English
incompletely entered by another hand
looking
in mg.
illuminated
initials, with
others alternating

fos 9-108v to 8.134, quire containing Fournier (1897) 294-5;
6.68-7.6 missing. Adds in text listed in Cat. gen. (new ed.)
Cat. Text has links with Mo, Rf and
MB
less clearly, Tc. Most rubrics absent,
though occasionally they replace
inscriptions.
to 8.136; has only inscriptions
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red and blue,
occasionally gold.
Ph:

*3867

s. xii2 ex Teller. Begins with the text of 1.1 (first recto
long lines. PS
badly faded), and extends to 8. 134 ;
s.xii2/4 ? Chartres mostly only inscriptions in text;
prologue and capitulatio at end; short
appendix of adds from Bede and
Augustine, and tract on marriage,
followed by arbor. Some water
damage. Has some brief rubrics in text
drawn from summaries, which are
repeated at head of each book as
LaPrQeTbVm. 1.18-72 are missing
after fo. 2. Text has links with OaQeTb

Pj:

*3868

Pk:

*3869

s. xii1; ex **. long fos 1-93 to 8.136; has only inscriptions, Fournier (1897) 294;
lines
with 8. [137] in main hand, and ends Ramb. Buhot (1967)
535n. MB
s. xii2 ex Teller. 2 to 8. 136; has only inscriptions in text Fournier (1897) 294-5;
coll. PS s.xii1/3 ? but has a set of rubrics for i-iii at end Ramb. Buhot (1967)
Chartres
(cf 10742) and adds. Text has links
535n; MB
with Ce, Pa.

Pm:

*3869A

Pn:

Fournier (1897) 294-5;
Fransen, (1965) 517;
Ramb. Buhot (1967)
535n; BB, MB

Ex Colbert 3041;
s. xii2 or even s.
xii med.[MB], in
long lines

to 8.136 (fo. 109v); has only
Fournier (1897) 294-5;
inscriptions in main hand, but rubrics Ramb. Buhot (1967)
are inserted in the mg as far as bk 3 in 535n; MB
another. One add. which breaks off
incomplete at the foot of fo.113

*3870

Ex Colbert 3981
s. xiii/s xii med. 2
coll. with some
good initials, 155
x 240

to 8. 136 (fo. 115ra); usually has only
inscriptions in main text but small tidy
hand adds rubrics in mg into bk 4; two
adds, one is Co. of Innocent II

Fournier (1897) 294-5;
Fransen, (1965) 517;
Ramb. Buhot (1967)
535n, MB.
http://gallica.bnf.fr
/ark:/12148/btv1b1
0501688j

Po:

*3871

s.xii. in double
columns, from
Fontenay (OCist)
A. BondéeleSouchier,
Bibliothèques
cisterciennes 110

to 8.134, with 8.135-6 after long
appendix of adds; only inscriptions;
has appx on fos. 171v-9v also found in
3872, Troyes 480, Vat. Arch. S. Pietro
G 19. A leaf or two is missing after fo.
56, covering 2.165 – 2. 181 (med.)

Fournier (1897) 294-5;
Fransen, (1965) 517;
Ramb. Buhot (1967)
535n; Somerville
(1972) 18, Blumenthal
(1978) 111, MB.
http://gallica.bnf.fr
/ark:/12148/btv1b9
080957d

Pp:

* 3872

s. xii (ex Colbert
2541) long lines
only for fos 1-3,
then in two coll.
with a good
opening initial,
rest alternating
red and blue. 200
x 295

to 8.134 (fo. 138), followed without
Fournier (1897) 294-5;
break by appx of 142 adds as PoTdVo Fransen , (1965) 517;
to 143va. Very few rubrics after bk 3. Ramb. Buhot (1967)
There are numerous ‘Nota’ marks in the535n, Somerville
appendix, but few or none elsewhere (1972) 18; BB, MB.

ϒ
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Pq:

*3873

s. xiii. Odd script, to 8.136, with adds in text, esp. in Bk I Fournier (1897) 294-5;
long lines
from the Polycarp; many rubrics and Fransen, (1969) 113;
inscriptions missing.
Fransen (1965) ;
Ramb. Buhot (1967)
535n. MB

Pr:

**4284

(ex Colbert) s. xiii to 8.136; adds as Vm, including letters
(Petersmann) or s. of Ivo.
xii [MB]. PS ?
Repeats the capitulatio of the Prologue
Chartres. Long
at the head of Bks 2-8, as
lines
LaPhQeTbVm, and text closest to Vm;
more loosely related to Gc

Fournier (1897) 294-5;
Fransen, (1965) 517,
Ramb. Buhot (1967)
535;
Somerville/Kuttner
(1970) 178n;
Petersmann (1974)
405; Blumenthal,
(1978) 70, and (1980)
18. MB

Ps:

*4285

ex De la Mare
to 8.136. No adds at end, but some in
523.s.xii ex. 2 coll text. Rubrics added in another hand
170x242 ?N.
into Bk III
France. Initials
alternate between
red and blue

Fournier (1897) 294-5;
Ramb. Buhot (1967)
535, BB, MB

4286

s. xiii

Cat.

Heavily abbreviated

7561

pp. 118-30. A fragment covering only BB
IP 2.50-123 (med.)

7710

Preface and capitulation only, fos. 28- BB (1993), 174n
32v

Pt:

*10742

From S. Giustina,
Padua; cf G.
Cantoni Alzati in
Medioevo e
Umanesimo 48
(1982), 89

to 8.136; has complete numbered
The copy cited as
capitulation before prologue, where the Padua , S. Justina YY
list for 1-3 coincides with that at end of 86 in Ballerini (PL
3869; has some adds at end (incl. C. 56.86); Fournier
Beauvais 1114). cf too Qa for added
(1897) 294-5; Ramb.
material in mid-text
Buhot (1967) 535;
Blumenthal (1980) 29.
MB.
http://gallica.bnf.fr
/ark:/12148/btv1b9
076626d

Pu:

*13660

s. xii. Double
columns

to 8.136 (fo. 134v); has adds at end in Fournier (1897) 294-5;
main hand, and a later one has added Ramb. Buhot (1967)
Potthast no. 7787
535. MB

Pw:

*14994

St Victor ex FF 5 to 8. 136; marginal rubrics only to 1.18; Fournier (1897) 294-5;
PS 1140-50
then mostly only inscriptions.
Ramb. Buhot (1967)
Chartres
535; Papsturkunden in
Frankreich ns viii.
130.
http://gallica.bnf.fr
/ark:/12148/btv1b9
0659226

Px:

14995

s. xii St Victor

to 8. 136

Fournier (1897) 294-5;
Ramb. Buhot (1967)
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535; Papst. Frank. ns
viii. 130
Py:

Pz:

*17526

18222

Qa: *Bibl. Ars
713A

s. xii (ex Notre
fos 60-149v, to 8.134 GA; beginning Ball. Disq. iv. § 16;
Dame F 2); long has adds, incl. C. Rome 1078 cc. 1-11; Ramb. Buhot (1968)
lines
for some cf BN lat. 3839. Lacks many 273-4. BB; MB
inscriptions, and the initial letters are
chaotic.
s xii med. N.
France?

to 8. 136; leaves spaces for inscriptions Fournier (1897) 294-5;
Ramb. Buhot (1967)
535; BB

s.xii/xiii. St
Victor, but not
necessarily from
outset.

to 8.136 (116v); extensive adds in text, Brett (1996) and
esp. after 2. 1 and 2. 145, and one at
Somerville (1996);
end. Some additions shared with Pt and MB
Eg. Inscriptions often abbreviated. Few
marginal rubrics.

Qb: Bibl. Mazar. 1286 s. xii/xiii, long
174 fos to 8.134; sl. damage at beg. (in Cat.
(1012)
lines.
Prol.) and end.
Val-Notre-Dame
Qc: Parma Bibl. Palat.
V. 22
Qd: Philadephia, U.
Penn. lat. 58 (723)

s. xii 4/4, France. 258 fos, of which fos 251-4 largely
long lines. s. xii ½ duplicate the preceding fos 255-8. To
MG. Formerly
8.136 with one addn. (fo. 258).
Phillipps 7408

Pisa, Cater. Sem. 53

De Ricci suppl., BB
(1991) 174; Sotheby’s
sale catalogue July 17
1950 no. 26; detailed
codic. description by
Jessica Boon via GA.
http://dla.library.upenn
.edu/dla/medren/paget
urn.html?id=MEDRE
N_2487542

fragm. of iii

Somerville and
Kuttner (1996), 95n.
Vetulani (1963) 414-5
described this which
was then Cathedral
ms. 44. He also
reported at 416
fragments of another
Panormia in ms 47,
now lost.

Plock (Massovia)
Biblioteks Wyzszego
Seminarium
Duchownego, ms 1

s. xii med.

fo. 67, frg from Prologue

Qe: *Poitiers
Médiathèque François
Mitterand 834

s. xii. Long lines;
France. exarchives of
Chateau de
Cursay (pres. to
BM in 1942).
Almost all in a
single small and
very neat hand

fos 100-183v to 8.134. Supplement of Yves de Chartres,
adds to fo. 191 has part of Prologue, Correspondance ed. J.
extracts from letters and sermons of
Leclercq (1949), xxxii.
Ivo. Has summaries repeated at the
A detailed account by
head of each book, as LaPhPrTbVm. Dom Minard is held
Rubrics, apparently in second hand, to with the ms. MB
end of Bk 3, later only very rarely.
Some additions in mgs. A quire missing
before the contents list, and three leaves
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missing, one covering 1.121 end to
1.134 med, the second 2.72-85 med, the
third in the Prologue. Text closely
related to that of Ph, less so to Tb.
Ra: *Rome, Bibl.
Casanatense 335

s. xii/xiii
Begins with prologue. Originally, in
GA, MB
In double columns first hand, to 8.134 (fo 64v). Several
corrections and adds in the text and
further adds (from 65r) beginning with
8.135-6 in lighter ink, followed by Lat.
II, JL 6443 (pt) etc. cf Ve

s. xii2; formerly S. fos 1-46; has Preface, capitulatio, 1M. Palma,
Croce. Double
2.125 med. only (end of quire). Many ‘Sessoriana’, Sussidi
columns with
rubrics in main text, more and fuller
eruditi 32 (1980) 17.
elegant line
ones in mg, app. by second hand. These MB
drawings in major are largely unrecorded in the apparatus.
initials.
The text rubrics and inscr. end with 2.
59; mg. rubrics in one annotating hand
continue to 2.90; a second continues to
2.104. In general the quality of the
script declines as the book goes on.
Text shows some convergence with Oa,
but is full of error, little of it recorded
in the apparatus
[Rome, Acad. Naz. dei
A mistaken reference
Lincei, Cors. 1365]
to ms 41 E 1 (Corsini
1808), an abbreviated
ID, qv.
Rb: *Rome BN 2086
(Sess. 64)

[Bibl. Vall. B 77]
[Bibl. Vall. C 20]

s. xvi

post-med. notes from Panormia

Not IP but extensive
extracts from ID. GA;
see Ivo Decretum files
GA

Rf: Rouen BM A 330
(705)

s. xii/xiii long
ends at 8.134; has some additions in
lines. St Evroul in mid-text, but not at end. Text close to
s.xv/xvi, later St PcMo, more remotely to Tc
Ouen

MB

Sa: St Omer BM 360

s. xv long lines; fos 1-176v; has neither Prologue nor Cat. MB
St Bertin (ex no. Capitulatio, and no additions at the end.
20, fo. iv, 180, fo.
1r)

Sb:

364*

s. xii2 St Bertin,
long lines

Sc:

381

s. xii/xiii St
has some rubrics; ends at 8.136 with
Bertin, long lines some adds in another hand at the
beginning, but none at the end.

orig. text ends at 8. 136 (fo. 151r) and Cat.; Fournier (1897)
substantial adds follow. A first section 293n, 297n; Fransen,
of adds ends on fo. 155r. In the text the (1970) 446;
inscriptions resemble those of Da,
Somerville (1972) 68though they are not identical, and both 9, Blumenthal (1980)
have shared passages in text, though
18. MB. Appendix
elsewhere they are not so close. The
analysed in Fowlerrubrics, sometimes idiosyncratic, end at Magerl (2008). MB
4.19. cf Te below
Cat.; Fournier (1897)
295n; MB
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Sd: *S. Paul in Lav. 22/1 s. xii1 ex St
Blasien
Se: *St Petersburg ,
Hermitage lat 25

Sf: St Petersburg,
Publichnaia bibliotheka
im M.E. SaltykovaShchedrina, lat O.v. II
no. 4

to 8.136; arbor at fo. 59v. Rubrics for BB (1991) 174, (1992)
Bk 1 frequent, occasional in 2-3. ?
San Diego 15n
related to Wb
s.xii1 (Szuromi) fos 1-56; 51 lines to page in two
BB (1991) 174,
ex Weissenau
columns, very compressed. Adds at end Voronova/Vialova
(Lehmann),
include much of legislation of Innocent (1983) no. 226,
double column, II (not as Brant). Tables of each book Lehmann, Zentralblatt
much ploughed, and arbor precede text of Prologue.
f. Bibl. xlix (1932) 1273x192
11, Szuromi (2008)
AW, MB
France s. xii1 , in Prologue fos 1-7v, Pan. fos 53-187 to
long lines. In
8. 136, with some adds; summaries at
library of
head of each book. BD Corrector
Capuchin friars of (187v-227v), Liber iuris Tubingensis
Albi by s. xvii. ex (228-247v) follow.
Sukhtelen

Voronova/Vialova
(1983) no. 248; BB,
AW, RES . Much
information from D.
Dumville (pers.
comment). Ex insula
lex ed. Matti Kilpiö
and Leena KahlasTarkka (Helsinki
2001) 74-5, with plate
of opening of Bk. VIII
as pl. 24 (p. 106),
there said to be Italian
s. xii2, but MG prefers
S. France s. xii1.
Szuromi (2014)

Sg: *Salzburg S. Pet. a s. xii med.
VIII. 15

to 8.134; with some adds at end,
BB (1991) 174, (1992)
including much of Co. of Innocent II, San Diego 12
re-arranged against the vulgate, and C.
Reims 1148.

Sh: Sigüenza Bibl. del
Cabildo 5 (207)

has extensive appx similar to Burgo de Fransen (1965) 516;
Osma 8 (qv)
Linehan (1980) 31-2;
Fransen (1988) 31-4

Sj:

has appx parallel to that in Sh

75

Fransen (1965) 516,
(1988) 31-4.
Munier (1970), 153-64

Sk: Strassbourg BN et s. xi/xii (sic)
U. 108

166 fos, with extensive adds listed
Munier

Sl: Stuttgart, Wűrtt.
s. xii2 . S-W
Landesbibl. Jur. Q 146 Germany

Begins with Prologue. fos 1-99v to
CR. Dobschűtz,
8.136, followed by Brant’s cc [137] – Decretum, 150; A.
[143], with arbor on fo. 100. The text is Butz (ed.), Die
closer to that of Brant’s archetype than romanischen
any other yet reported. Inscriptions in Handschriften der
an early hand, and numerous marginal Württembergischen
rubrics in a second to 3.133, and again Landesbibliothek
from 3.164-3.209. A notably inaccurate Stuttgart (Katalog der
copy.
illuminierten
Handschriften der
Württembergischen
Landesbibliothek
Stuttgart 2, Teil 2:
(Verschiedene
Provenienzen),
Stuttgart 1987, no. 89.
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CR
Ta: Tarragona, Bibl.
prov. 92

III Lateran added.

Fransen (1965) 517

Tb: *Trier Stadtb. 909

s. xiii
fos 1-70 to 8.134; extensive adds. The Cat. MB
Eberhardstlause. main text is close to PhQe above.
long lines

Tc:

s. xii med. 2 coll. fos 1-126; 2 coll. to 8.134; adds in Bk Cat. MB http://dfgS Mathias
2 in another hand; cf PcVt. Two adds viewer.de/teiat end in later hand.
prototyp/?set[image]=
1&set[zoom]=default
&set[debug]=0&set[d
ouble]=0&set[mets]=h
ttp%3A%2F%2Fzimk
s68.unitrier.de%2Fstmatthias
%2FT0910%2FT0910
-digitalisat.xml

*910

Td: Troyes BM 480*

s. xii Clairvaux in fos 1-133, to 8.134, has adds at end
Clairvaux ms. R 85 in
2 coll.
related to those in BN lat. 3871 etc .
inv. of 1472. Cat.
Text and rubrics close to Vo, cf PoPp. Somerville, Papacy,
Councils (1990), Add.
3; Parkes (1991) 53n.
MB.
http://bvmm.irht.cnrs.f
r/consult/consult.php?r
eproductionId=1024

Te:

s. xii long lines.
Clairvaux

1293

fos 1-208. Begins with Prologue;
Clairvaux ms R 84 in
capitulatio begins fo. 10v. ends
inv. of 1472. Cat.
incomplete near end of 8.119: ‘Illic
http://bvmm.irht.cnrs.f
enim dupplici’ One leaf said to be
r/consult/consult.php?r
missing at end. The text and rubrics are eproductionId=1805
close to those of Sb before Sb’s
MB
correction, but the text has many
idiosyncracies not noted in the
apparatus here.

Tf:

1328

s. xii long lines. fos 114-62r, breaking off in 3.155; the Cat. MB
Clairvaux (?);
(almost) continuous rubrics and
composite ms. (ex inscriptions end at 2. 6, though they
Buheriana E 8,
recur again in 2.66-73. One add. after
1721, fo. 1)
1.86, and 2.103-117 omitted, though
there is no physical loss there.

Tg:

1519

s. xii long lines;
Clairvaux

fos 1-153 to 8.136; has eight adds at
end, close to those of EgLg

Th: Turin, BN 756 (E v s. xiii. s. xii DS in 133 fos, to 8.136,with some marginal
16)
long lines
adds and six adds

Clairvaux ms R 83 in
inv. of 1472. Cat.
Parkes (1991) 53n;
MB.
http://bvmm.irht.cnrs.f
r/consult/consult.php?r
eproductionId=1854
Mazzatinti, DS
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Ua: Utrecht, UL 621

s. xii2, later at
Charterhouse of
Utrecht

Va: *Vatican lat.
1358

s. xii ? Germany, fos 5v-103 to 8.136 w. adds at end:
Mainz. 2 coll.
3. 42-3, 135, 138-9, 143; 5. 2, 13

Vb:

*1359

s. xii later
Avignon

fos 1-132v to 8.124 (? = 8. 83A) -manyFournier (1897) 294;
variants. Lat. II etc added at end in
Fransen (1969) 113n
second hand.
for adds., Somerville
(1970) n. 40, BMCL 5
(1975) 129;
Blumenthal (1980) 20;
Märtl (1987) 35n;
Studi e testi 322
(1986) 127

Vc:

*1360

s xii

fos 1-87v, to 8.136. Arbor at fo. 77v.
Many variants and corrections. Adds
listed in Cat. Compare Fb.

Fournier (1897) 294,
316; cat. Märtl (1987)
35n; Studi e testi 322
(1986)129

Vd:

1362

s. xii, long lines
Crescenzago, S.
Maria

fos 2v-128; to 8.136; rubrics in first 3?
books added in mg. much emended.
Ends at ‘resipuerint’, with adds listed
in cat.

Fournier (1897) 294;
Märtl (1987) 35n;
Studi e testi 322
(1986) 133.

Ve:

5002

s.xii/xiii, N.
France; 2 coll.

To 8.134 (med.). Adds include Paschal
II: Decimas a populo – debeant (JL
6443a, cf Ra), JL 6605 (Novum genus
– inferatis)

Märtl (1987) 35n;
Blumenthal (1980) 20,
25 for further lit.; adds
listed in draft cat. at
http://www.unileipzig.de/~jurarom/m
anuscr/VaticanCatalog
ue/CatalogueVatLat50
027074.pdf

Vf:

7152

194 fos

Cat.

Fournier (1897) 294n,
316n. Ball. Disq,. in
PL 161.46 (typo
makes this 1538);
Jasper (1986) 92; Studi
e testi 322 (1986) 125

s. xvii

RES
Monticilo in Fonti per
la storia d’Italia
(1890), viii-ix;
Szuromi (2008)
Märtl (1987) 35n; DS

Vg:

Barb. lat 502

s. xii1 (Szuromi), 5v-163v; ends at 6.101. Later adds at
long lines. At leastbeginning
later in Friuli?

Vh:

Barb. lat 534

s. xii

to 8.136, with add. (fo. 120va,
damaged by damp)

Vj:

Ottob. lat 164

s. xii

to 8.136, has adds to ‘138’

Vk:

Reg. lat. 340

s. xii2 French ex fos 1-156 ends 8.[137]; rubrics heavily Cat. Fransen San
Pithou, long lines revised.
Diego 25; DS

Vm:

*972

Märtl (1987) 35n;
Szuromi (2008)

s. xii med. xii 2/4 fos 1-102 to 8.136, followed by adds to Somerville and
MG. French ex fo. 118v of c. 120cc, also in Pr, to
Kuttner (1970), 178n;
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which it is closely related. Has
Märtl (1987) 35n. MB
capitulationes at head of each book as
LaPhPrQeTb and rubrics in text to end
of Bk III

s xii1 ?, Germany? to 8.136. No adds. Very few rubrics. Märtl (1987) 35n. MB
Date probably s. The text has many idiosyncracies, few
xii med-late
recorded in the apparatus below. Its
relation to Mg above is curious.
Throughout the inscriptions of the two
are etremely close, but the text of Bks
1-7 .have only a loose generic
similarity. In Bk 8, however, the two
copies are much closer.

Vo: *Arc. S Pietro G 19 Italian, s. xii2, in to 8.134. Has many adds including
long lines
Clermont cc. as in BN lat. 3871 etc.
There are rubrics to all the canons of
Bks 1-4, and a capitulatio of the
rubrics, partially numbered, for Bks 13.
Vp:
*G 19bis s xii/xiii Italy,
to 8.136 with extensive adds in middouble column. text, largely from Gratian, and short
suppl. of adds

Somerville (1972) 18;
BB (1991) 174. Brett
(2007), (2009)

Vq: *Vendôme BM 160 s. xii. In long lines 88 fos, to 8.136 -where it ends ‘etc’ in
and several hands. mid-canon near foot of leaf. Has many
Holy Trinity,
omissions, particularly in Bk 8.
Vendôme

Cat.; Conceivably
known to Geoffrey of
Vendôme: Cahiers de
civ. med. xli (1998)
124 and n. but see
Giordanengo,
Geoffroy de Vendôme,
Oeuvres (1996) xix n.
29. MB

Vs: *Venice Bibl. naz. s. xiii (?);
130 fos. Has adds at begiining and end
Marciana lat. iv. 51
Gaudenzi (1916) in other hands..
(2416)
395 n. 1 proposed
that the ms was
written in France,
but passed to
Ravenna later.
Immediate
provenance
Franciscans of SS
Giovanni e Paolo

Valentinelli, Cat.; A.
Gaudenzi in Bull. Ist.
storico Italiano 36-7
(1916) 395ff; Landau
in ZRG Kan. Abt. 67
(1981) 84 n. MB

Vt: Vich, Archivo
capitular 145

s. xiii; 2 coll.

Wa: *Vienna ONB 986 s. xii or xiii. 2
coll.

BB (1991) 174. Brett
(2007) prints some of
its insertions, (2009).

to 8.136, has 8 adds. fo. 115r blank; fo. BB, GA
115v has Urban II etc in other hand.
Lacks 8.3, 24, 35 end, has 8.3A;
marginal rubrics to bk 1 only. cf Tc
to 8.136, no adds. Some rubrics. (those BB
unbracketed in draft) in text to bk. 1
and one to 2. 68 - then none. Text
closest to Mg
t
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Wb:

*2192

s. xii/xiii; long
lines

o 8.136 (8.135-6 an addition) and seven Cat. Fournier (1897)
more adds2. Has diagram of
295n; Märtl (1987) 36;
excommunication at fo. 74v, and arbor BB
at 76v. Cf Sd above.

Wc:

*2200

s.xii, long lines

ends 8.136. Has extended mg. rubrics Cat. Fournier (1897)
to end of Bk. 3, and a long appendix of295. BB
adds.

Wd:

*2212

s. xii, long lines

to 8.136, with no adds. at end.
BB, MB
Rubrication often omitted – and barely
legible in mf when present. Longer
rubrics added in mg by later hand. Text
originally with some contact with Mg,
with some shared glosses, though not
originally with Mg’s additions in midtext; many idiosyncracies too. Later
‘corrected’ against a similar exemplar

We:

*5130

s.xiv/xv

to 8.136, with no adds at end

s. xii2 , 2 coll.

118v-211. To 8. 136 with 4 adds - firstaCat. GA
three as Lb, and one more3. Capitulatio
to bk 1 after 1. 8. The text begins with
Ivo ep. 231 (cf Da), followed by the
Prologue. Rubrics in text occasional in
first three bks. Text close to Lb

Za: Zwettl Stift 231

? Untraced

? Untraced

? Untraced

2

s. xiimed- 2

BB

Prologus; Panormia; catalogus paparum
c. 1150. Switzerland. Sold by Witten,
1983. Lot no 3.
Panormia c. 1180. France. Sold by
Maggs, 1960. Lot no. 10. Catalog:
Anc. 7.
Scriptorium 36 (1982), 264-8 notes that
in 1980 a copy of the Panormia in a
French hand, formerly owned by bp
Giovanni Visconti (d. 1354) was sold at
Sothebys on 24 June 1980 to a Parisian
collector. It covered 128 fos, extended
to 8.136, and was followed by Ivo’s
sermons IV, I, II. See too Sothebys Sale
catalogue no. 70 with a plate of fo. 8,
covering the end of the capitulatio and
1. 1-2. According to the catalogue it
ends incomplete at ‘Deus erat’.

include five without insc., Aug. De civitate Dei, Eugenius III to abp Eberhard of Salzburg JW
9149, 12 Oct. 1147 (from here)
3
First three as Lb a 1-3 in panend. doc (GA) . Last perhaps in second hand, beginning
according to Cat. ‘[ ]i quis alii questionem servitutis moverit. The Cat. also notices a marginal addition
(perhaps as a rubric); Si quis accusacione et iudicio servitutis – suos exhereditare primus

